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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Hymns to the Old Gods contains four new songs, totaling almost 12 minutes, created by the talented
composer Andreas Waldetoft.

These grand songs run while playing as Norse characters to enhance the experience and atmosphere of the game. Andreas
Waldetoft has been working on Paradox Development Studio games since Hearts of Iron II and Europa Universalis III.

 We Are Norse - The Norse were feared warriors who raided, explored and settled large areas of Europe, Asia and the
North Atlantic islands. This song pays homage to their strength and resolve
 The City of Birka - On the island Björkö in lake mälaren, the city of Birka was one of the earliest urban settlements in
Scandinavia, being founded in the middle of the 8th century. This song was written to honor one of the most important
trade centers of the Viking age
 Wilderness - From the harsh winters comes the strength of the Norse. There is also great beauty in the vast wilderness
of Scandinavia. This tune seeks to convey the serene beauty and spirit of the Nordic lands
 Thor - The son of Odin and the protector of mankind. With his hammer Mjölnir, he was one of the most popular gods
in Norse mythology. This powerful hymn was written as a tribute to the God of Thunder and Lightning
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crusader kings ii hymns to the old gods

If you enjoy the sight of dead kiddies then this is definately the right game for you. It is very visually appealing and not too
difficult of a game. The ending is super good, and I love the story progression.. Welcome to, yet, another cash-grab indie horror
game.

The Spirit Underneath, not only starts the game with the company's logo with errors in it, starts with the game title not even
complete on the main menu. The menu's background is also just a screenshot of the game because you can see the hud!

The game was made in Game-Guru and only uses stock assets like normal. There are broken textures, or untextured things,
throughout the game. The game seems as if it should have been free on Gamejolt or Itch.io, but was released here instead
because they knew they could.

This game shouldn't cost money. It really shouldn't. I don't know why or how this does, but it does. I was able to get out of the
map and there are bunny enemies for no reason once for a few seconds. Why? What's the purpose?

I really wish devs would understand that they can show off their work for free first then release their product after people see
what they can do.

Here is a full playthrough of both endings on my channel:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mRNnjeXjclM
. DO NOT THINK, JUST BUY, BUY ALL YOU FRIENDS AND FAMILY,TOVAЯISH
With this game you will become HEREBY ЯUSSIAИ!!!!!111!
1337/420BLAZEIT
GAME OF THE YEAR
DRINK VODKA, LOVE PUTIN AND SAMOLIOTIK
KALINKA-MALINKA, KALINKA MOYA, V SADU YAGODA-MALINKA, MALINKA MOYA. More fun then it should
be!. A definite teddy bear, and one of my favorites!

PROS: Sexy diesel sound, highly-detailed cab (including cab light), included wagons are handsome, easy to get used to, and fun
to drive.

CONS: Headlamps not bright enough, passenger seat clips into the side of the cab, weird couplers, blue British Rail livery not
included.

All things considered, the BR Class 14 is one of those pieces of Train Sim DLC that Train Sim DLC is supposed to be.. This is
the best strategy game ive ever bought it feels like a mixture of Total War, and EU4. Worth the price
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Very low key and relaxing puzzler. Excellent music and deceptively complex despite rather simple mechanics. Pick up on sale..
This game is so poorly made it feels like a freshman Unity experiment. It's sloppy, the controls barely work, and the "gameplay"
as such, is terrible. Not only that that, but SPOILERS it does contain real and simulated footage of real world violence and
death.

Worse was the ♥♥♥♥♥♥, ♥♥♥♥♥♥ random noise and 1998 transition scares. I mean seriously.

. If you love games that are so hard you can't do the first mission, even after 35 tries.....oh boy this game is for you. A social
experiment in impossible tasks.

Here's what you do:

1. pretend you bought this game.

2. pretend you tried the first campaign mission for each nation 35 times and failed.

3. play something else.

. Do not buy this at full price, or at all to be quit frank. First off the main reason anyone would want to buy this is to play as
scarface. Sorry to break it to you, but its a very very poor knockoff, his model is just a regular cuban man, with very mediocre
voice lines. The little friend assault rifle will without a doubt for me is the worst assault rifle in the game. While boasting
impressive damage, it has a terrible ammo pool of 40, not 400, 40. With a terrible ammo pickup. The grenade launcher
attachment is decent, having better ammo pickup than the gun its attached to being its only saving grace. This assault rifle also
practically has no customization, and would require an extremely specific set of skills to be even ususable on any heist that lasts
longer than 5 minutes. The perk deck is not at all what was shown to us, Do not think that when you take the injector you are
invulnerable. You take reduced damage, but still nowhere near making it worth taking on any difficulty higher than mayhem.
Overall this pack is nowhere near worth the $5.00 and left me incredibly dissappointed. It felt like a cashgrab and it really
shows.. It's ok. As long as you know its a slow and short game you may enjoy it. While visuals and music were nice, the story
just didn't do it for me as presented. Overall it feels like it would be an excellent free game but not quite there at 1 or 2 dollars..
how does a modern game not even out do its nearly decade old previous game?. This game is a MASSIVE improvment on the
original Woodle Tree game. I think that everyone should at least play it for an hour to really get into the game! This is a must
buy! :woodle:. it is pacific fleet which i like and i like this on how u can tuen the angle of the ship. Awesome game, takes me
back to being a kid and pouring hours and hours into this, Jezzball, and SkiFree with my friends on the old Gateway. Honestly,
probably the first game that I ever had to use my brain to solve puzzles. I may have to put on the old Moonshoes, buy some push-
pops, play some Creed and Third Eye Blind in the background and throw on some JNCO jeans to ensure I properly transport
myself back to that time. This game is pure nostalgia for me.
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